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Conowingo reservoir fishing report

Details: Channel Namaz Details: Kouchi Bus 2 Great Day of Fishing and Dam Details: Kouchi Bus Details: Kouchi Bus Details: Koumas Bass Details: Hybrid Stripe Bass Lapala First Season.water Was Dirty, Catch this in the troll detail: Storm Wild Ishads Imbeit and American Shad Details: 1 lb. 12 oz. Largemouth Bass Details: Glen Cove Marina Boatman
1:00 Cliffs fished a drop-off at Broad Creek. When thrown along the coast, about 10 to 20 feet of water usually comes out at about 12 to 15 feet. Details: 19 in. Big mouth bass Details: Bass at 17 HD Deep pool bottom behind details: Big mouth with shocky head credits: Herb Floyd / Maryland Department of Natural Resources October offers Maryland anglers
some of the best fishing opportunities they can find at any time of the year. . . the fall trout stocking program is in full scale, other freshwater fish are actively feeding, and the bass fishing of the Chesapeake Bay stripes is on the cusp. As we know, Maryland has taken numerous conservation measures to protect striped bass populations in the Chesapeake
Bay. Anglers have the opportunity to comment on the option of a striped bass closure period for this summer 2021. Comments must be submitted by November 3, 2020 .m 11:59 a.m. Read about the options and comment online on the Maryland Department of Natural Resources website. Forecast Summary: October 21 – 27: Another beautiful week at
Rocktober is available before us with some cloudy days, low winds and steady sunny weather on cooler nights with the possibility of rain on Saturday. Surface water temperatures in the Chesapeake Bay hold in the mid-60s, and this week the local river is cooling faster than the bay's water while remaining stable, so there's some fish movement towards the
bay in preparation for winter at the mouth of the warm river or just outside. The water in the bay has enough oxygen for the fish in the bay at all depths. This allows cold water, which prefers fish, to move through the entire water column. As the surface water continues to cool, the deeper water remains a little warmer. As a result of the below-normal flow from
the Susquehanna River, the main bay's sullin is slightly higher than normal. As always, the best fishing grounds can be further refined by crossing them with underwater points, hard bottoms, drop-offs, and large schools of baitfish. Expect average flow of rivers and streams in most Maryland except for the Potomac below and the low East Coast. As a result of
the new moon on October 16-17, an amount above the average tide occurs. Expect temporarily reduced clarity from algae blooms in the Northeast, Sassafras, Bush, Buck and Upper Nanticoke Rivers. Check the bay satellite map's eyes to see the latest water transparency conditions. Be sure to cast before clicking for more detailed and up-to-date fishing
conditions in your area of the bay. Get regular updates on Maryland waters sent to your inbox in our Eyes on the BaySign up online. The Upper Chesapeake Bay flows from the Conorgo Bingo Dam and the Susquehanna River below remains very low. For weeks, the release of generated water has been sparse, causing rivers to flow low and clear. Dam
pools, rivers below, Susquehanna flats and nearby channel edges are full of stripe-based action. Casting Topwater Lure in the morning and evening hours produces plenty of fun catch-and-release action with a striped base just under a minimum length of 19 inches, but big enough fish so anglers can take one home if they wish. Credit: Rich Watts/Maryland
Department of Natural Resources casts soft plastic jigs, rat L traps, and similar types of lures as the day goes by, a good bet along the channel edge near the flat and along the bottom of the river. At this time of the year, big cochibus can be an unexpected surprise with jigging and real catch-and-release awards. Channel thamas can be found anywhere, but
blue thamas seem to prefer susquehanna near where it flows into the bay. The area just below the railway bridge tends to hold quite a few large bridges. Fresh cut bait is the most popular bait, especially for large blue cats. Clam snubs, cut bait, night crawlers and chicken liver work well for channel naz. There's a lot of striped bass fishing action in the Upper
Bay area this week. Anglers enjoy good trolling and jigging opportunities in many traditional places. Shipping channel edges are a good place to troll the umbrella rig and spoon spread behind inline weights as well as back tails and diving jerk baits. Also, whenever you break a fish, trolling along the outer edge of the action never get through it and is a good
tactic. The mouth of the Patapsco River is a great place for trolls and jigs. The area around the rocks at Swan Point and Love Point is a great place for jigging when you can find suspended striped bass. Fish move and can be found in any number of coral reefs, nord, the mouths of the Chester and Magossy rivers. Baybridge Pier has always been a good
place to check out striped bass and this week is no exception. Casting a soft plastic jig in a skirt near a bridge pier, bridge bridge or pile of rocks is usually a worth the effort. Large white stops are held near bridge piers and rocky piles. Small heavy metal jigs and dropper flies are the way to reach them. White water stops are moving out of tidal rivers and
streams as water temperatures cool. Anglers still find some white stops in shallow areas and catch them along with yellow deadlines on beetle spins. If the white stop is in the deeper waters of the tidal river, the bottom rig is fed with small flies and debris from bloodworms and dropper rigs with jigshow to reach them. Middle bay striped bass are spread
throughout the central bay along the edge of the transport channel, the lower part of the tidal river. Striped bass are suspended along the channel edge and are found as broken fish or found in shallow areas along the coast at the bottom of the tidal river. The large number of striped bass being caught is smaller, but there are more than 19 inches of bred fish
enough to make most anglers happy. Herb Floyd holds a nice striped bass he catches in the Chop Tank River under the jerk bait.Credit: Herb Floyd/Maryland Department of Natural Resources Trolling uses spoons or backtails as trailers, pulling umbrella rigs behind mostly inline weights. Hackett, Gamschket, Thomas and Bloody Point, Buoy 83, Fake
Channel, Channel Edge along the outer edge of the west side of the channel shipping south from Chesapeake Beach to Parkers Creek. Trolling is also productive in the eastern bay and chop tank rivers, the Severn River and the lower part of nishikawa. Light tackle jigging offers a lot of action. Seagull diving and fish breaking spotting provide a lot of
excitement and fun when pulling up and casting soft plastic or metal jigs. Many of the broken striped bass are small, but there are a lot of fish over 19 inches. In the form of bay anchovies and juvenile menhaden the bait moves out of the tidal river and is swept along the tides where striped bass await. Striped bass can also be found in shallow areas at the
bottom of tidal rivers and bay locations such as Poplar Island. Casting topwater lures, jerk baits and soft plastic paddletails is a great way to fish with a light tackle in the quiet of the riverbank. White stop fishing remains good in tidal rivers and streams. The stops are moving into deeper waters, but there are still some holdings near piers and rocks. Fishing with
grass prawns and bloodworm fragments is the best way to catch them from piers and docks in deeper waters. A white stop that has moved to the lower part of the tidal river can be found held on top of an oyster reef. A mix of Lower Bay stripe bases, bluefish, spotted trout, white stops and spots have entertained low bay anglers this week. Striped bass are
found in bays and tidal rivers, as well as bluefish and spotted trout. Spots and white stops are found in the area's tidal rivers and at the bottom of the sound. Trolling is good along the shipping channel edges of the main parts of the bay and along the channel edges of the lower sections of potomac, patuksent and tangier sounds. Most are trolled with umbrella
rigs behind inline weights with trailer backtails. Trolling back tails, spoons and hoses are also effective options. If you break a fish or slide, trolling around is a great way to target striped bass and bluefish. A lot ofThe bass in the lower bay is small, but large with 19 inches of fish enough for anglers to take home fish. Jim Livingston, his daughter and grandson
have their haul of blue crabs for the day. Credit: Jim Livingston/Maryland Department of Natural Resources Jigging is suitable for striped bases that can be found suspended along the channel edges of bays and tidal rivers. Often larger striped bass can be found suspended near the bottom under the broken fish - usually two-year-old striped bass in sizes
from 16 to 18 - and bluefish. Spotted trout can also be a bonus when jigging close to the bottom. Both soft plastic and metal jigs are equally productive options for jigging. Shallow waters along the edge of the bay, Tangier Sound, and the lower part of the Tidal River offer good shallow water action this week. Topwater lures tend to do their best in shallow
areas on grass, while jerk baits, crankbaits and paddletails work well in slightly deeper waters around shoreline structures. A mix of spotted trout, striped bass, bluefish, and some small puppy drums are all part of the mix. Those who want to catch some spots enjoy the best the season has to offer as the spots are in the best size and abundance of their
season. The spots are great eating breadfish and can be filleted if large enough and they make great fish sandwiches. Bloodworm fragments on the bottom rig are the most popular baits and methods for catching them. The Potomac and Patuksent rivers below are filled with many of them, as is the Tangier Sound area. White dead and spotted trout can often
be part of the mix. Recreational crabs still catch blue crabs in the gulf areas inside and below, and half to full bushels are common per outing. In the bay above, crabs are still caught, but catches are usually reported to be in the dozens per outing. Trot lines are still effective, with many reporting catching crabs in water between 6ft and 10ft. Collapsible traps
provide a good way for crabs in deeper seas. Razors are the best bait to use and now that many commercial crabs have switched to oysters, the price may be cheaper. Freshwater Fishing The falling trout stocking program continues as thousands of trout are stocked in the put-and-take area each week. The trout program plans to stock about 25,000 fish by
the end of October. Don't miss the fun and try to take a young or inexperienced angler with you. It's one of the best ways to start fishing. . . . trout of catchable size is not the only trout stocked this fall. In some of the more suitable trout, the water in the habitat is often stocked, pointing to trout of size. Last month, 4,000 finger rainbows were stocked in the
catch-and-release section of the Yugiogeny River, while the north branch of the Potomac was stocked with a rainbow of 3,000 fingers. Many of these small trout are expected to grow to full size on their own. David Mirsky CatchGiant cotmus bass on the Potomac River these days.Credit: David Mirsky/Maryland Department of Natural Resources For more
information on the fall mass stockings program, you can also check out the recorded webinar of the recent Maryland Fishing Roundtable. You will find this webinar along with other topics on the DNR fishing report page of our website. Fishing at Deep Creek Lake is very good, because the cool water temperature is causing many fish species to actively supply.
Pikes in the north are caught in more open areas of the cove, and largemouth bass can now be found in the slightly deeper waters they hold near structures and drop-offs, drifting along deep grass lines and fishing with live minnows is a great way to target big yellow peaks and wall eyes. Cotmus bass can be found along any kind of rocky point and s sunk
structure, and various jigs and small crankbaits similar to crayfish are excellent baits to use. The top of the Potomac River is still low and clear this week. Long cast, small lure, light line tends to offer the best chance of approaching the small chiva holding near the current break, Submerged shelves, large rocks.grasses are diminishing and splitting and leaves
are falling, which can stain the line. Largemouth bass fishing in non-tidal and tidal waters is excellent. The remaining grass, lily pads and spatak fields are the best places to target stick worms, soft plastic baits, topwater lures and jerk baits. The sedate wood and drop-off edges are a great place to work with small crankbaits and jigs similar to crayfish. In tidal
water, the outer edges of the spattuck fields and feeder creek mouths are good places to cast spinner baits. Fishing for waterways and blue marmaise is very good at this time of the year in the central to upper section of the tidal river. Blue seas are very abundant in the tidal Potomac, Patuk St, Susquehanna and Nanticoke rivers and are expanding into all
tidal rivers supplied to Chesapeake. Fresh cut bait is hard to beat when fishing for blue snamas. A summer survey of blue marmaise revealed a few things about their feeding habits. All sizes of blue marma were sampled, and the prominent of some meals were menhaden, blue crabs and crayfish. Atlantic and Coastal Bay Credit: Monty Hawkins/Maryland's
Department of Natural Resources continues to fish in the surf for kingfish. Spots are also part of the mix when fishing with bloodworm fragments. Bluefish are caught with cut mullet and spots, squid and spot flounder. Some big red drums are caught on a big cut bait and offer some exciting catch-and-release action. At the entrance, flounder fishing is very
good, as the flounder heads to the offshore waters for the winter. Casting and walking a large galp bait across the bottom is an excellent way to catch larger flounder, like drifting through a live spotMullet. Bluefish and striped bass are caught at the entrance in the morning and evening hours by drifting live, cutting bait and casting lures. In the Urawan area of
Ocean City and Assateeg Island, the channel towards the cove is one of the better places to fish for flounder. Drifting squid and minnows or traditional baits of white or pink galp bait is a good tactic. On route 90 bridge, there are some striped bass action that has been mainly caught and released. Most of the striped bass is 28 inches short, but it's fun to catch
and release with a light tackle. Casting topwater lures and paddle tails in the morning and evening hours is a popular way to fish. Boats make their way to offshore shipwrecks, and reef sites continue to find marginal catches of sea bass for anglers. Large flounder and triggerfish are also part of the daily catch. People heading offshore into the canyon have
caught some large-eye tuna, but tend to focus on deep fishing for swordfish and blueline tilefish. Fishermen are proportionally better than the satisfaction they get from their sport. So the bubbly duffers are better than the 10th Master. - Roderick L. Haig Brown Haig Brown
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